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1. INTRODUCTION
Although a direct causal relationship between attitudes and actions has
not been established, it is clear from numerous studies that people's feelings
about something will influence their actions. In the area of public policy,
this principle can be interpreted to mean that the reactions of individuals to
a new law will be determined, in part, by their feelings about or attitudes
toward that law. They will more likely comply with a law which they feel is
necessary or fair than with one which they feel is superfluous or inequitable.
Recently, policy makers have become aware of the extent to which successful
implementation of a policy depends on the cooperation of those directly affected.
Without such cooperation, a policy may not reach its full level of effectiveness,
or disruptions may occur as people affected by the policy change their behavior
or actions in an unanticipated or undesired manner. In such cases, the wrong
policy has been chosen, since the desired effects are not achieved.
As part of the nationwide effort to reduce the pollution of our nation's
lakes and rivers, a number of policies for the control of soil erosion and
nitrogen application rates are currently being explored. To anticipate possible
farmer reactions to such policies, a survey was conducted in which farmers were
asked to indicate their attitudes toward seventeen different policies. The
results are summarized in this report.
2, SURVEY PROCEDURE
Questionnaires were designed to determine:
1. The perceived fairness of each of the policies
2. The groups that would be unfairly treated by each policy
3. The likely rate of adoption of each policy and/or the cooperation rate
4. General experience and attitudes toward soil conservation practices.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2013
http://archive.org/details/farmersattitudesOOgard
2Three questionnaires were developed: two were administered to farmers and
one to ASCS county executive directors. The development, pretesting, and admin-
istration of the questionnaires are described in Appendix A. The questionnaires
and accompanying cover letters are reproduced in Appendix B.
The sample for this study was drawn from 11 counties within the state of
Illinois. It was established that, if properly chosen, 11 counties would include
all major soil types to be found in the state and hence would also include all
major variations in farming practices, yield, and economic return. With the aid
of the State of Illinois ASCS office, 11 counties were selected to be represen-
tative of the entire state. Selection criteria included that the counties be
nonurban in their general makeup and that they have an up-to-date soil survey.
The counties selected were:
The farmers to receive the questionnaire in each of the 11 counties were
chosen by instructing the ASCS County Executive Director to select 20 names on
a random basis from all farmers in his respective county. To achieve randomness,
the director was instructed to draw from his files only names that appeared at
prespecified intervals. For example, if his files were approximately 400 inches
long, he was instructed to draw a name every twenty inches. The only restriction
was to exclude very large and very small operators. Specifically, operators with
less than 160 or more than 1500 acres were to be excluded. In all, one hundred
thirty-five farmers and eleven ASCS county executive directors received question-
naires.
The ASCS executive directors were asked to evaluate 17 policies. One group
of farmers was asked to evaluate 9 and the other 8 policies. The policies were
selected to represent a wide range of alternatives viewed by some as being viable
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3candidates for adoption. Including a broad range of policies rather than
focusing on the few with the most likelihood of enactment makes it possible
to gauge more accurately the attitudes of farmers.
Completed questionnaires were obtained for 87 farmers and ten ASCS county
executive directors. The sample size and number of completed questionnaries
was adequate for this type of investigation with its rather general objectives.
The proportion of farms covered in each acreage category appears to be consis-
tent with farm size in each of the counties. It is important to note, however,
that while the counties sampled represent most of the soil structures and farming
practices to be found in the corn belt, some caution must be used in extrapolating
these data to the entire corn belt.
3, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To provide a background for understanding the farmers' attitudes toward
soil erosion control policies, some general information derived from the survey
about the respondents' farming practices and beliefs is presented here, followed
by a discussion of the survey results for individual policies.
General Attitudes and Practices
The respondents to the survey operated farms ranging from 120 to 1500 acres
with an average of 440 acres in row crops, 104 acres in grain crops, and 34
acres in pasture. Most of the respondents, 55.2%, owned all of the land they
operated, and 23.0% rented all land. Corn yields were estimated to range from
27 to 148 bushels per acre with a mean of 103 bu. The mean rate of nitrogen
fertilizer application was 123 lbs. per acre.
The fall tillage practices used were moldboard plowing on 45% of the farms,
chisel plowing on 39%, disking on 22%,and others on 6%.* In the spring, the
practices used were moldboard plowing on 51% of the farms, chisel plowing on 29%,
disking on 33%, field cultivation ;n ;1%, and others on 13%.* Approximately 17%
*The total is greater than 100% because some farmers reported using more than
one tillage practice.

4of the farmers had some terraced land, and 18% practiced contour farming on
some of their land. Only 13% had 20 or more acres terraced and only 13% con-
tour farmed more than 40 acres.
Of the 10 ASCS executive directors that responded, three characterized the
land in their county as primarily flat, six as rolling, one as sloping, and
none as primarily hilly. These respondents were asked to characterize the gen-
eral attitudes of farmers toward soil conservation practices in the county.
Four said a small percentage are vitally interested, two said most would be
interested if they were properly informed, two said 50% were interested, and
two said most think it is unnecessary.
Of the 51 farmers who have a soil conservation plan, 68% have implemented
most or all of it. 24% have implemented about half, and 8% have implemented
"a little" of it. Ninety-six percent of all the farmers feel that the Soil
Conservation Service approach, providing farmers with technical assistance in
developing their own conservation plans for their land, is reasonable. When the
farmers were asked how they could be better assisted in their own soil conserva-
tion activities, the most common responses were (1) by providing more subsidies,
(2) by supplying more advice and ideas, and (3) by offering more soil testing
services.
Table 1 presents the farmers' responses to several questions that reflect
general attitudes on soil erosion control. It is encouraging to find that only
9.3% of the farmers indicated that soil erosion control is not needed to main-
tain soil productivity and that only 12.9% indicated that erosion control is
not needed to achieve water quality. It should be noted, however, that 75.6%
and 69.4%, respectively, responded with a clear "yes" to these two questions.
One can conclude that appropriate policies designed to control soil erosion may
be evaluated positively by most farmers.

5Table 1
Farmer Attitudes on Soil Erosion Control
QUESTION YES MAYBE '
,
' NO TOTAL
Is erosion control needed
to maintain soil produc-
tivity? 75. 6% 12. 8% 2. 3% 9. 3% 100%
Is erosion control needed
for achievement of water
qual ity? 69. 4% 9. 4% 8. 2% 12. 9% 100%
Can the amount of soil ero-
sion be measured on a farm-
by-farm basis? 44. 7% 20. 0% 18. 8% 16. 5% 100%
Can the amount of soil ero-
sion be estimated for a
watershed? 42. 9% 19. 0% 22. 6% 15. 5% 100%

6A substantial proportion of farmers were skeptical that soil erosion can
be measured either on a farm-by-farm or on a watershed basis. Therefore, any
policy based on the measurement of soil erosion will face difficulties unless
farmers are educated to the practicality of soil erosion measurement.
In general, no clear realtionship was found between these attitudes and
perceptions of the fairness of the policies examined. The data in Table 2,
however, indicate that there is a slight positive relationship between (1) the
attitude that erosion control is needed to achieve water quality and (2) the
perceived fairness of either requiring an approved soil conservation plan or
prohibiting deduction of real estate taxes from federal income tax unless an
approved soil conservation plan has been developed and implemented.
Table 3 contains farmer estimates of the effectiveness of several practices
commonly suggested as being useful to reduce soil erosion. The results may
seem surprising to some in that two widely discussed methods (terracing and con-
touring) are not considered to be as effective as the practices of conservation
tillage (zero, chisel, and strip tillage), the elimination of fall moldboard
plowing, and altering crop rotations. Recognizing, however, that much Illinois
land cannot economically benefit from terracing and contouring, these results
are not unanticipated. Since the slope of the land is a major consideration in
determining the effectiveness of these practices.
Another variable of interest is the farmers' descriptions of their own
soil conservation practices. Table 4 indicates the responses. A thorough
analysis (not presented here) comparing the farmers' self-descriptions against
their fairness perceptions of the policies indicates that there is little rela-
tionship between the two.
The number of farmers who reported having an approved soil conservation
plan is shown in Table 5. A significantly smaller percentage of the farmers
with between 200 and 300 acres in row crops report having an approved soil con-
servation plan than do those in other acreage categories.

7Table 2
Relationship Between Perceived Need for
Erosion Control and Selected Policies
FAIRNESS OF REQUIRING AN APPROVED SOIL CONSERVATION PLAN
(Number of Respondents in Each Category)
IS EROSION CONTROL
NEEDED FOR ACHIEVE-
MENT OF WATER
QUALITY?
VERY
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
UNFAIR
VERY
UNFAIR
Yes n=26 8 10 3 5
Maybe n=6 3 1 2
Not Sure n=l 1
No n=3 1 2
FAIRNESS OF PROHIBITING TAX DEDUCTION
(Number of Respondents in Each Category)
IS EROSION CONTROL
NEEDED FOR ACHIEVE-
MENT OF WATER
QUALITY?
VERY
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
UNFAIR
VERY
UNFAIR
Yes n=32 6 9 5 12
Maybe n=2 1 1
Not Sure n=6 1 1 4
No n=8 2 6

8Table 3
Farmer Estimates of Effectiveness of
Practices to Reduce Soil Erosion
PRACTICE
VERY
EFFECTIVE
SOMEWHAT
EFFECTIVE
NOT VERY
EFFECTIVE
NOT AT ALL
EFFECTIVE TOTAL
Terracing 19.8% 27.2% 28.2% 24.7% 100%
Contouring 19.5% 39.0% . 17.1% 24.4% 100%
Conservation
Til lage 53.7% 31.7% 8.5% 6.1% 100%
Elimination of
Moldboard Fall
Plowing 45.2% 33.3% 9.5% 11.9% 100%
Changing Crop
Rotations 60.5% 29.1% 5.8% 4.7% 100%
Table 4
Self-Description of the Farmers' Soil Conservation Practices
Excel lent 5. 0%
Adequate 25. 0%
Average 10. 0%
Best undtr
circumstances 35. 0%
Should do
better 25. 0%
Total 100. 0%

9Table 5
Farmers Who Have Developed Approved Soil Plan
Classified by Number of Acres in Row Crops
ACRES % WITH PLAN
Under 130 64.3%
130 - 199 50.0%
200 - 300 23.5%
301 - 500 55.6%
Over 500 82.1%
Total Sample, n=87
Table 6
Number of Farmers in Each Soil Productivity Index
Range Who Have Developed a Soil Conservation Plan
PLAN DEVELOPED
PRODUCTIVITY INDEX YES NO TOTAL
Under 115 56.5 43.5 100%
115 - 130 53.3 46.7 100%
Over 130 64.7 35.3 100%
Total Sample, n=87
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As the data in Table 6 show, a slightly higher percentage of those who
farm land with soil productivity indices over 130 have developed a soil con-
servation plan. This difference probably reflects the fact that farmers with
higher soil indices have either professional management or the economic incen-
tive to achieve even higher yields, or both.
Pol icy Perception
Three measures of farmer attitudes were the major focus of this investi-
gation. The first is the respondents' perception of the fairness of the policies
under investigation. Fairness, as noted above, is of interest because it reflects
a basic attitude. It indicates what the respondents will tolerate based only on
their conception of the problem as they see it now. Fairness is not the same as
equity, and it does not imply that the farmers have analyzed the policy from a
societal perspective. Rather, it deals in a straightforward manner with whether
the farmer perceives a given policy to be fair or unfair. Pretests established
clearly that farmers understood this concept.
Closely related to the question of fairness is that of participation or
cooperation rates. This measure is of interest because it not only indicates
attitude toward the policy but also indicates the approximate percentage of
farmers who would voluntarily participate or cooperate without significantly
expanded education or enforcement programs. Pretests also established that
farmers understood this concept.
To round out direct measures of farmer attitudes toward proposed policies,
the respondents were also asked to identify groups that they felt would be
unfairly treated if a given policy were in effect. This measure not only helps
in predicting which groups would have difficulty cooperating or complying but
also indicates the arguments that might be used by those not cooperating or
complying. It does not, however, provide information on what farmers might do
if they did not cooperate or comply, or if they did, how they might alter their
farming practices.
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ASCS county executive directors were also asked for their perceptions of
fairness, their predictions of participation or cooperation rates, and their
estimates of what groups might be unfairly treated.
The following discussion summarizes the perceptions of fairness, cooperation
rates, and groups unfairly treated for the seventeen policies covered in the
survey. Those policies fall into six major categories:
1. Providing cost sharing for terracing and equivalent modifications
2. Providing tax credits and loans for soil conservation and pollution
abatement work
3. Requiring the development and implementation of soil conservation
plans
4. Requiring the development of greenbelts bordering waterways
5. Regulating soil losses, tillage practices, and terracing
6. Regulating the use of nitrogen fertilizers
Cost Sharing for Terracing and Equivalent Modifications
Fairness . Table 7 presents perceptions of the fairness of three policies in
the category of cost sharing for terracing and equivalent modifications. Res-
pondents were asked to indicate how fair each of these three policies would be.
In general, this group of three policies was viewed by both farmers and ASCS
directors as essentially fair, with full cost sharing for terracing being rated
by about one-third of the farmers as very fair. Ten percent of ASCS directors
rated this policy as very fair, but 50% rated it in the unfair categories. In
contrast, only 16% of responding farmers perceived this policy as unfair.
Approximately 28% of the farmers viewed 50% cost sharing for terracing as
in some way unfair, while only 10% of ASCS directors veiwed this policy as unfair.
Views of the fairness of 50% cost sharing for slope modification are similar
to those for the 50% for terracing policy. Approximately 55% of the responding
farmers perceived it as in some way fair, while 33% thought it unfair and 11%
said they did not know. ASCS directors tended to view this policy as less fair
than did farmers.
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Table 7
Perceived Fairness of Cost Sharing for
Terracing and Equivalent Modifications
VERY
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
UNFAIR
VERY
UNFAIR
DON'T
KNOW
1 . 50% Cost Sharing for
Terracing
(n=36) [Farmers]
(n=10) [ASCS]
33.3
20.0
36.1
70.0
16.7
10.0
11.1 2.8
2. Full Cost Sharing for
Terracing
(n=49) [Farmers]
(n=10) [ASCS]
30.6
10.0
46.9
40.0
8.2
30.0
8.2
20.0
6.1
3. 50% Cost Sharing for
Slope Modification
(n=36) [Farmers]
(n=8) [ASCS]
25.0
12.5
30.6
37.5
25.0
25.0
8.3
25.0
11.1
«
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Participation Rate . Estimates of participation rates by farmers, although sub-
jective, are valuable in estimating the acceptance of individual policies. Table
8 shows the acceptance rates estimated by both farmers and ASCS directors when
asked what percentages of farmers in their county would take advantage of such
a policy if it were made available. For full cost sharing for terracing, the
farmers responding indicated that approximately 43% of the farmers in their
county would take advantage of this policy, while ASCS directors indicated that
approximately 29% of the farmers would do so. Farmer respondents indicated that
approximately 36% of farmers would take advantage of 50% cost sharing for ter-
racing, while ASCS directors indicated that only approximately 12% of farmers in
their counties would take advantage of this policy. For 50% cost sharing for
slope modification, responding farmers indicated that approximately 26% of
farmers in the county would take advantage of this policy, but ASCS directors
indicated that about 28% would do so.
Groups Unfairly Treated . Table 9 includes a listing of the three or four groups
most often mentioned by farmers and ASCS directors as being unfairly treated
under each of these three policies if they were adopted. For all three policies
farmers not presently using terracing or slope modification are seen by approx-
imately 21 to 27% of farmers as being unfairly treated. ASCS directors felt
particularly strongly about farmers who are not presently using terracing. They
felt they would be unfairly treated under the policy of full cost sharing for
terracing. The small farmer who cannot afford the cost of terracing or slope
modification or the extra resources used to maintain such a modification were
perceived as being unfairly treated, as were taxpayers, who could be expected
to bear much of the cost.
Tax Credits and Loans
Fairness . As Table 10 indicates, both the policy of interest-free loans and
that of an investment tax credit were viewed by most farmers as being either
very fair or somewhat fair. Most ASCS directors also rated both these policies
as very fair or somewhat fair. More ASCS directors may have rated the investment
tax credit as being fair because of their familiarity with this widely used
industry practice.
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Table 8
Estimates of Acceptance Rates for Cost Sharing Policies
POLICY
PERCENTAGE OF FARMERS
WHO WOULD PARTICIPATE
FARMERS ASCS
DIRECTORS
1. 50% Cost Sharing for Terracing
(n=29)
2. Full Cost Sharing for Terracinq
(n=41)
3. 50% Cost Sharing for Slope
Modification
(n=26)
36.1%
43.4%
26.5%
11.8%
29.2%
28.6%
Table 9
Groups Perceived as Being Most Unfairly Treated by Cost Sharing Policies
POLICY/GROUP
PERCENTAGE
FARMERS
OF RESPONDENTS
ASCS
DIRECTORS
1. 50% Cost Sharing for the Cost
of Terracing
Farmers Not Needing Terracing 22.9% 10.0%
Small Farmer 11.4% 10.0%
Taxpayers 5.7% 10.0%
2. Full Cost Sharing for the Cost
of Terracing
Farmers Not Needing Terracing 27.7% 40.0%
Taxpayers 12.8% 20.0%
Small Farmer 6.4%
3. 50% Cost Sharing for the Cost
of Slope Modification
Farmers Not Needing 21.9%
Small Farmer 9.4%
Taxpayers 6.3% 10.0%
Tenants 6.3%
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Participation Rate . As the data in Table 11 clearly indicate, both farmers
and ASCS directors anticipate that a rather large number of farmers would take
advantage of both the interest-free loan and the investment tax credit. The
estimates of the number of farmers who would participate is almost identical
for the two groups of respondents (approximately 56% for interest-free loans
and approximately 64% for the investment tax credit).
Groups Unfairly Treated . Neither farmers nor ASCS directors perceived any group
except taxpayers as being unfairly treated under either of these policies.
ASCS directors were more sensitive to the issue of taxpayers being unfairly
treated. As shown in Table 12, 40% of the directors, as compared to 16.7% of
the farmers, thought taxpayers would be unfairly treated.
Required Development and Implementation of Soil Conservation Plans
Fairness . The two policies considered in this category differ in the specifi-
cation of punitive measures for noncompliance. The first policy is a regulation
requiring the development and implementation of an improved soil conservation
plan. (The respondents were given no indication of penalties for noncompliance
or subsidies for cooperation.) As the data in Table 13 indicate, approximately
18% of responding farmers perceived this policy as very fair and 34% as somewhat
fair. The ASCS directors were evenly divided on this proposal's fairness. It
is somewhat surprising that half of the directors reacted negatively to the
policy, given their involvement in the current soil conservation program.
The regulation prohibiting the deduction of real estate taxes from federal
income tax unless an improved soil conservation plan has been developed and
implemented was not viewed favorably by farmers. Approximately 65% of farmers
perceived that it was in some way unfair. ASCS directors were evenly divided
as to whether this policy was fair or unfair.
Participation Rate . As the data in Table 14 show, farmer respondents indicated
that only approximately 45% of farmers would likely formulate and implement a
soil conservation plan even if such plans were required. ASCS directors were
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Table 10
Fairness of Tax Credit and Loan Proposal
s
POLICY
VERY
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
UNFAIR
VERY
UNFAIR
DON'T
KNOW
4. Interest-Free Loans to
Cover Farmer Cost of
boil conservation wurK
(n=49) [Farmer]
(n=10) [ASCS]
44.9%
40.0%
30.6%
30.0%
16.3%
30.0%
6.1% 2.0%
5. Investment Tax Credit
for Farmer Cost of Soil
Conservation Work
(n=37) [Farmer]
(n=10) [ASCS]
54.1%
70.0%
37.8%
20.0%
5.4%
10.0%
2.7%
Table 11
Estimates of Acceptance Rates for Tax Credit and Loan Proposals
PERCENTAGE OF FARMS THAT
WOULD LIKELY PARTICIPATE
POLICY FARMERS
ASCS
DIRECTORS
4. Interest-Free Loans to
Cover Farmer Cost of
Soil Conservation Work
(n=47) 57.2% 55.8%
5. Investment Tax Credit
for Farmer Cost of Soil
Conservation Work
(n=34) 63.5% 64.6%
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Table 12
Groups Perceived as Being Most Unfairly
Treated by Tax Credit and Loan Proposals
POLICY/GROUP
PERCENTAGE OF
FARMERS
RESPONDENTS
ASCS
DIRECTORS
4. Interest-Free Loans to
Cover Farmer Cost of
Soil Conservation Work
(n=48)
Taxpayers 16.7% 40.0%
Farmers Not Needing 6.3%
Non- Farmers 10.0%
5. Investment Tax Credit
for Farmer Cost of Soil
Conservation Work
(n=38)
Farmers Not Needing 7.9%
Taxpayers 5.3%
Farmer Without Loan 5.3%
Non- Farmers 5.3%
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Table 13
Fairness of Requiring Development and Implementation
of Soil Conservation Plan Policies
VERY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT VERY DON'T
FAIR FAIR UNFAIR UNFAIR KNOW
6. Required Development and
Implementation of Approved
Soil Conservation Plan
(n=38) 18.4 34.2 15.8 26.3 5.3
(n=10) [ASCS] 30.0 20.0 30.0 20.0
7. Prohibition of Deduction
of Real Estate Taxes from
Federal Income Tax Unless
Approved Soil Conservation
Plan Is Developed and
Impl emented
(n=49) 12.2 22.4 16.3 49.0
(n=10) [ASCS] 20.0 30.0 10.0 40.0
Table 14
Estimates of Acceptance Rates for Required Development
and Implementation of Soil Conservation Plan Policies
PERCENTAGE OF FARMERS THAT
WOULD LIKELY PARTICIPATE
ASPS
POLICY FARMERS DIRECTORS
6. Required Development and
Implementation of Approved
Soil Conservation Plan
(n=38) 44.6% 61 .6%
7. Prohibition of Deduction
of Real Estate Taxes from
Federal Income Tax Unless
Approved Soil Conservation
Plan Is Developed and
Implemented
(n=47) 61.7% 68.0%
t
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somewhat more optimistic, estimating that approximately 62% of farmers would
cooperate with such a policy. Surprisingly, both farmers and ASCS directors
felt that only approximately 62% and 68%, respectively, of farmers would likely
develop and implement a soil conservation plan, even with the prospect of being
unable to deduct real estate taxes from their federal income tax if they failed
to do so. This result may indicate a feeling that many farmers would find the
amount of foregone tax a rather small price to pay for not having to complete
and implement a soil conservation plan.
Groups Unfairly Treated . Farmers as a whole did not perceive any one group as
being unfairly treated. As Table 15 indicates, however, several ASCS directors
felt that all farmers would be unfairly treated if either policy were implemented.
Again, this is interesting given the ASCS involvement in soil conservation programs.
Greenb&lts
Fairness . Two of the policies covered in the survey deal with regulations requir-
ing greenbelts along streams to improve water qulaity. The first policy would
require a recreational greenbelt while the second requires a nonrecreational
greenbelt. Surprisingly, 50% of responding farmers indicated that a recreational
greenbelt was to some degree fair, while only one out of ten ASCS directors indi-
cated that such a recreational greenbelt was at all fair. As shown in Table 16,
responses are slightly more favorable for a policy requiring nonrecreational
greenbelts along streams and drainage ditches. Approximately 60% of both farmers
and ASCS directors felt that such a policy was to some degree fair.
Participation Rate . Again, as shown in Table 17, it is surprising that farmers
expressed an anticipated cooperation rate of 41% for a recreational greenbelt
and an anticipated cooperation rate of 36% for a nonrecreational greenbelt.
Anticipated cooperation rates given by ASCS directors are more in line with what
would be expected. They expressed an anticipated cooperation rate of approx-
imately 20% for the policy requiring a recreational greenbelt and approximately
49% for a nonrecreational greenbelt.
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Table 15
Groups Perceived as Being Most Unfairly Treated by Policies Requiring
Development and Implementation of Soil Conservation Plan
With Percent of Farmers and ASCS Executives Listing Them
POLICY
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS
FARMERS
DIRECTORS
Required Development and
Implementation of Approved
Soil Conservation Plan
(n=37)
Everyone
All Farmers
Small Farmers
Tenants
Farmers Not Needing
Prohibition of Deduction
of Real Estate Taxes from
Federal Income Tax Unless
Approved Soil Conservation
Plan Is Developed and
Implemented
(n=48)
All Farmers
Landowners
Everyone
Taxpayers
13.5%
10.8%
8.1%
5.4%
16.7%
12.5%
6.3%
20.0%
10.0%
30.0%
10.0%
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Table 16
Fairness of Greenbelt Policies
VERY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT VERY DON'T
FAIR FAIR UNFAIR UNFAIR KNOW
8. Required Recreational
Greenbel
t
(n=49) 18.4 32.7 20.4 28.6
(n=10) [ASCS] 10.0 30.0 60.0
9. Required Nonrecreational
Greenbelt Along Streams
and Drainage Ditches
(n=38) 28.9 31.6 10.5 23.7 5.3
(n=10) [ASCS] 60.0 20.0 20.0
Table 17
Estimates of Acceptance Rates for Greenbelt Policies
POLICY
PERCENTAGE OF FARMS THAT
WOULD LIKELY PARTICIPATE
FARMERS ASCS
DIRECTORS
8. Required Recreational Greenbelt
(n=46)
9. Required Nonrecreational Green-
belt Along Streams and Drainage
Ditches
(n=36)
41 . 5% 20.4%
36.4% 48.6%
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Groups Unfairly Treated . A very high percentage of ASCS directors felt that
farmers with land along streams would be unfairly treated by policies requiring
greenbelts, especially if those greenbelts were recreational. As indicated in
Table 18, eighty percent of the directors indicated that farmers along streams
would be unfairly treated by a policy making recreational greenbelts mandatory.
Fifty percent felt that farmers along streams would also be unfairly treated if
nonrecreational greenbelts were required. Fanner respondents also indicated
that those farmers with land along streams would be unfairly treated, but this
group was mentioned less often than by ASCS directors. Twenty-eight percent
of those respondents felt that farmers along streams would be unfairly treated
by requiring recreational greenbelts, while approximately 27% listed that group
for nonrecreational greenbelts.
Soil Loss, Tillage, and Terracing Regulations
Fairness . Table 19 presents farmers' and ASCS directors' perceptions of the
fairness of five soil-loss regulations. Approximately 70% of farmers and 80% of
ASCS directors viewed the prohibition of fall moldboard plowing as unfair.
Similarily, 57% of farmers and 60% of ASCS executives viewed the required use of
conservation tillage practices as unfair.
Requiring soil losses to be less than either 3 or 5 tons per acre was
viewed by approximately 58% of farmers as being fair. Ninety percent of ASCS
executive directors, however, saw required soil losses of less than 3 tons per
acre as somewhat or very unfair. For required losses of less than 5 tons per
acre, 70% of ASCS directors regarded this policy as fair.
Approximately 67% of farmers viewed the policy of requiring contouring or
terracing on slopes greater than 9% as fair, while 50% of ASCS directors found
this policy to be fair.
Participation Rate . The participation rate predicted by farmers for policies
limiting soil losses to either 3 or 5 tons were almost identical: 53.8% and
55.25%, respectively. ASCS directors, however, were considerably less optimistic
about the number of farmers who would comply with a soil-loss limit of 3 tons
per acre. They estimated a compliance rate of 34.5% as compared to a consider-
ably higher rate, 58.5%, for a limit of 5 tons per acre.
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Table 18
Groups Perceived as Being Most Unfairly Treated by Greenbelt Policies
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS
POLICY/GROUP FARMERS ASCS
DIRECTORS
8. Required Recreational Greenbelt
(n=49)
Farmers Along Streams
All Farmers
Landowners
Cattle Farmers
28.6%
10.2%
8.2%
6.1%
80.0%
10.0%
9. Required Nonrecreational Green-
belt Along Streams and Drainage
Ditches
(n=37)
Farmers Along Streams
Farmers Who Pay for It
All Farmers
27.0%
10.8%
8.1%
50.0%
10.0%

Fairness
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Table 19
of Soil -loss Regulations
VERY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT VERY
FAIR FAIR UNFAIR UNFAIR
10. Prohibition of Fall
Moldboard Plowing
(n = 49) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
14.3%
20.0%
16.3% 26.5%
30.0%
42.9%
50.5%
Required Conservation
Tillage
(n = 35) [Farmers]
(n = 10 [ASCS]
17.1%
10.0%
25.7%
30.0%
25.7%
30.0%
31.4%
30.0%
12. Soils Losses Required
to be Less Than 3
Tons per Acre
(n = 44) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
13.6% 45.5%
10.0%
18.2%
40.0%
22.7%
50.0%
13. Soil Losses Required
to be Less Than 5
Tons per Acre
(n = 35) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
25.7%
10.0%
31.4%
60.0%
11.4%
10.0%
31.4%
20.0%
14. Required Contouring or
Terracing on Slopes
Greater Than 9%
(n = 49) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
40.8%
30.0%
26.5%
20.0%
12.2%
20.0%
20.4%
20.0%
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Table 20 shows the acceptance rates estimated by both farmers and ASCS
directors when asked what percentage of farmers in their county would comply
with each of the five soil-loss regulations. For a policy prohibiting fall
moldboard plowing, the fanners indicated that about 43% of the farms in their
county would comply, while ASCS directors were somewhat more optimistic, pre-
dicting a compliance rate of 51%. The estimates of compliance with a policy
requiring conservation tillage were similar, with farmers predicting a 40%
compliance rate and ASCS directors a 53% rate.
For a regulation requiring contouring or terracing on slopes exceeding 9%,
the participation rates predicted by farmers and by ASCS directors were almost
identical: 45.0% and 47.7%, respectively.
Groups Unfairly Treated . Table 21 lists groups mentioned most often by farmers
and ASCS directors as those which would be unfairly treated under these five
policies. While there is no single group that stands out as being unfairly
treated, a common thread running through these perceptions is that some farms
may be unjustly penalized because of unique circumstances such as the soil
structure, whether the land is flat or rolling, or the type of crop produced.
For example, 32.7% of farmers and 70% of ASCS directors felt that farmers with
flat land would be unfairly treated if fall moldboard plowing were prohibited.
Nitrogen Regulations
Fairness . Table 22 presents farmers' and ASCS directors' perceptions of the
fairness of three nitrogen regulations. Approximately 66% of farmers and 80% of
ASCS directors viewed a policy of limiting nitrogen application rates to 100
pounds per acre as unfair. A tax on nitrogen was viewed as unfair by all but
11% of the farmers for a tax of 20 cents per pound and 5% of the farmers for a
tax of 10 cents per pound. All ASCS directors viewed the20-cent-per-pound tax
as unfair, and 80% of them viewed the 10-cent-per-pound tax as unfair.
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Table 20
Estimates of Acceptance Rates for Soil
-loss, Tillage,
and Terracing Regulations
PERCENTAGE OF FARMERS WHO
WOULD LIKELY COMPLY
POLICY FARMERS nTJ^DIRECTORS
10. Prohibition of Fall
Moldboard Plowing
11. Required Conservation
Tillage
12. Soil Losses Required
to be Less Than 3
Tons per Acre
13. Soil Losses Required
to be Less Than 5
Tons per Acre
14. Required Contouring or
Terracing on Slopes
Greater Than 9%
43.0% 51.3%
39.7% 53.0%
53.8% 34.5%
55.2% 58.5%
45.0% 47.7%
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Table 21
Groups Perceived as Being Most Unfairly
Treated by Soil -loss, Tillage, and Terracing Regulations
POLICY/GROUP
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS
FARMERS
ASCS
DIRECTORS
10. Prohibition of Fall
Moldboard Plowing
(n = 49) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
All Farmers
Everyone
Farmers Who Need to Plow
Farmers with Flat Land
Farmers without Tools
11. Required Conservation
Tillage
(n = 35) [Farmers]
(n = 10 [ASCS]
All Farmers
Everyone
Farmers with Flat Land
Farmers without Tools
12. Soil Losses Required
to be Less Than 3
Tons per Acre
(n = 44) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
All Farmers
Everyone
Rolling Farms
Operators
Noncorn Farms
12.2%
2.0%
20.4%
32.7%
4.1%
11.4%
5.7%
17.1%
11.4%
11.4%
2.3%
15.9%
4.5%
2.3%
70.0%
10.0%
40.0%
20.0%
30.0%
20.0%
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Table 21 , cont.
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS
POLICY/GROUP FARMERS
ASCS
DIRECTORS
13. Soil Losses Required
to be Less than 5
Tons per Acre
(n = 49) [Farmers]
(n = 10 [ASCS]
14. Required Contouring or
Terracing on Slopes
Greater Than 9%
(n = 49) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
All Farmers
Everyone
Rolling Farms
Operators
Farms Losing > 5 T/A
14.3%
8.6%
17.1%
5.7%
2.9%
20.0%
10.0%
Al 1 Farmers
Owners
Farmers Not Needing
Rolling Farms
Poor Farms
6.1%
4.1%
12.2%
6.1%
6.1%
30.0%
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Table 22
Fairness of Nitrogen Regulations
POLICY
VERY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT VERY
FAIR FAIR UNFAIR UNFAIR
Nitrogen Application
Limit of 100 Pounds
per Acre
(n = 38) [Farmers]
(n = 10) ASCS]
23.7%
20.0%
10.5% 23.7%
40.0%
42.1%
40.0%
Nitrogen Tax of
20<£ per Pound
(n = 46) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
2.2% 8.7% 13.0%
40.0%
76.1%
60.0%
17. Nitrogen Tax of
10<£ per Pound
(n = 38) [Farmers] 2.6% 2.6% 10.5% 84.2%
(n = 10) [ASCS] 20.0% 20.0% 60.0%
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Cooperation Rate . The wording of the questions about cooperation rates for the
nitrogen regulations was somewhat different from that used for other types of
policies. For the regulation imposing an application limit of 100 pounds/acre
of nitrogen the question was stated: "If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms like yours do you guess would apply 100 pounds or less of
nitrogen per acre? As indicated in Table 23, farmers estimated that approximately
41% of farmers would apply less than 100 pounds per acre while ASCS directors
estimated that approximately 66% of farmers would apply less than that amount.
For the regulations imposing a tax on nitrogen at a rate of either 10 or 20
cents per pound the question was worded: "If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms like yours do you guess would reduce their usage of nitrogen?"
Farmers estimated that approximately 59% of farmers would reduce usage under the
20-cent tax and 47% would reduce usage under the 10-cent tax. ASCS directors
extimated that approximately 63% and 53%, respectively, would reduce usage. Thus,
while the tax was viewed as unfair, it was anticipated that it would induce a
large proportion of farmers to reduce usage. The amount of reduction was not
estimated.
Groups Unfairly Treated . Table 24 lists the groups most often mentioned by
farmers and ASCS directors as those which would be unfairly treated under the
three nitrogen regulations. The corn farmer desiring high yields is perceived
by both farmers and ASCS directors as being unfairly treated under a policy
which limits the nitrogen application rate to 100 pounds per acres. For the
two nitrogen tax policies, the groups perceived as being unfairly treated were
all farmers, everyone, and the nitrogen user. Since these are self-designated
categories, each may indicate that all users of nitrogen would be unfairly
treated. There are no substantial differences between farmers' and ASCS direc-
tors' perceptions of the groups unfairly treated.
Additional Analyses of Responses
To aid in interpreting the responses for the policies discussed above, the
relationship between those responses and two other factors were examined. First,
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Table 23
Estimates of Acceptance Rates for
Nitrogen Regulations
PERCENTAGE OF FARMERS THAT
WOULD LIKELY COMPLY OR REDUCE USAGE
POLICY FARMERS ASCS
DIRECTORS
15. Nitrogen Application
Limit of 100 Pounds
per Acre 40.7% 66.4%
16. Nitrogen Tax of
20<t per Pound 58.9% 62.9%
17. Nitrogen Tax of
1 0<t per Pound 47.1% 53.0%
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Table 24
Groups Perceived as Being Most Unfairly
Treated by Nitrogen Regulations
POLICY/GROUP
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS
FARMERS
DIRECTORS
15. Nitrogen Application
Limit of 100 Pounds
per Acre
(n = 38) [Fanners]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
All Farmers
Everyone
Corn Farmers
Nitrogen Users
Consumers
Those Desiring High Yield
13.2%
10.5%
5.3%
5.3%
5.3%
26.3%
10.0%
70.0%
16. Nitrogen Tax of
20<t per Pound
(n = 48) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
All Farmers
Everyone
Corn Farmers
Nitrogen Users
Poor Farmers
Those Desiring High Yield
37.5% 30.0%
8.3% 20.0%
6.3% 10.0%
20.8% 20.0%
6.3% 10.0%
2.1%
17. Nitrogen Tax of
10<£ per Pound
(n = 38) [Farmers]
(n = 10) [ASCS]
All Farmers 31.6% 30.0%
Everyone 26.3% 20.0%
Corn Farmers 2.6% 10.0%
Nitrogen Users 18.4% 20.0%
Poor Farmers 5.3% 10.0%
Those Desiring High Yield 2.6%
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the farmer respondents were classified into three groups according to the soil
productivity index of their land to determine whether there was any correlation
between that index and the farmers' perceptions of the fairness of each policy.
Second, the respondents were classified according to whether or not they had
completed a soil conservation plan for their farms. The fairness evaluations
and the listings of groups that the farmers felt might be unfairly treated under
each policy were then compared for those who had and those who had not completed
a plan. The results are discussed below.
Soil productivity indices were constructed for each county by weighting, on
the basis of expert judgment, the productivity indices for the major soil types
in each county by the approximate acreage of each type. For analysis, the data
were collapsed into three soil productivity ranges, with an approximately equal
number of the farmers surveyed falling into each range. From these data, sum-
marized in Table 25, it can be seen that soil productivity of the farmers' land,
on the average, did not differentially affect their perceptions of the fairness
of those policies relating to terracing and equivalent modifications. Within
these three policies, there were only minor variations among the responses in
each soil productivity range.
For policies relating to tax credits and interest-free loans for soil
conservation work, the data in Table 25 indicate that the perceived fairness
varies somewhat with the soil productivity of the responding farmer. These
differences are not major but do indicate that further study is needed if the
adoption of either of these policies is to be seriously considered. A higher
proportion of farmers with soil productivity indices of 130 or over felt that
interest-free loans were fair than did those with lower productivity indices.
A slight reversal is noted for the policy of granting an investment tax credit.
Neither of the policies relating to required soil conservation plans
appeared fair to a large proportion of responding farmers, but the data in Table
25 indicate that there are no variations in perceived fairness based on the soil
productivity indices of the respondents.
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Table 25
Relationship Between Perceived Fairness of Policies
and Respondent's Soil Productivity Index
POLICY
PRODUCTIVITY VERY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT
INDEX FAIR FAIR UNFAIR
VERY
UNFAIR
TOTAL
1
.
Full Cost Sharing for < 115 38.5 53.8 7.7 100%
Cost of Terracing 115 - 130 29.4 52.9 5.9 11.8 100%
> 130 31.3 43.8 18.8 6.3 100%
2. 50% Cost Sharing for < 115 25.0 50.0 12.5 12.5 100%
Cost of Terracing 115 - 130 36.4 36.4 27.3 100%
> 130 37.5 31 .3 12.5 18.8 100%
3. 50% Cost Sharing for < 115 28.6 28.6 28.6 14.3 100%
Slope Modification 115 - 130 20.0 50.0 30.0 100%
> 130 33.3 26.7 26.7 13.3 100%
4. Intprest-Free Loans to < 115 46.2 30.8 15.4 7.7 100%
Cover Farmer Cost of 115 - 130 44.4 27.8 22.2 5.6 100%
Soil Conservation Work > 130 47.1 35.3 11.8 5.9 100%
5. Investment Tax Credit < 115 66.7 33.3 100%
for Farmer Cost of 115 - 130 54.5 36.4 9.1 100%
Soil Conservation Work > 130 47.1 41 .2 5.9 5.9 100%
6. Required Development
100%and ImDl ementati on of < 115 22.2 33.3 22.2 22.2
Annroved Soil Conser- 115 - 130 18.2 36.4 18.2 27.3 100%
vation Plan > 130 18.8 37.5 12.5 31.3 100%
7. Prohibition of Deduc-
tion of Real Estate
Taxes from Federal In-
come Tax Unless Ap-
proved Soil Conserva- < 115 14.3 28.6 14.3 24.9 100%
tion Plan Is Developed 115 -130 16.7 16.7 16.7 50.0 100%
and Implemented > 130 5.9 23.5 17.6 52.9 100%
8. Required Recreational < 115 14.3 28.6 14.3 42.9 100%
Greenbelt Along 115 -130 22.2 38.9 22.2 16.7 100%
Streams > 130 17.6 29.4 23.5 29.4 100%
9. Required Nonrecre-
100%ational Greenbelt < 115 33.3 44.4 22.2
Along Streams and 115 -130 40.0 20.0 10.0 30.0 100%
Drainage Ditches > 130 23.5 35.3 17.6 23.5 100%
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Table 25, cont.
POLICY
PRODUCTIVITY
Twnrv
1 !NUt A
VERY
TA T DrAlK
SOMEWHAT
CA T DrAlK
SOMEWHAT
1 IMC A T
D
UNrA1K
VERY
1 IMC A T DUNrAlK T0TAI
1 U. rroniDiLion ot rail < 1 I 1 A 7If. J "JK 7 91 AC 1 . *f 9Q aCo. 1 uux
Moldboard Plowing 115 - 130 16.7 11.1 33.3 38.9 100%
>130 11.8 5.9 23.5 58.8 100%
1
1
l\Cl|U 1 i cQ UUMbCl Vd L 1 UN < 1 1 j 11 l1 1 . i OO . J JJ • o 90 9tc . C 1 UU A>
Ti 1 1 age 115 - 130 20.0 20.0 30.0 30.0 100%
>130 18.8 25.0 18.8 37.5 100%
1 9 jii i i LUbbcb i\cv|U i rea 7 7/ . / JO . 3 ou . o CO, l l nn#1 UU/o
to be Less Than 3 115 - 130 28.6 28.6 14.3 28.6 100%
Tons per Acre >130 5.9 64.7 11.8 17.6 100%
1 *3 Soil Losses Required <115 oo . O 99 9£c . C 1 1 . i 1 UU/o
to be Less Than 5 115 - 130 18.2 27.3 18.2 36.4 100%
Tons per Acre >130 26.7 40.0 6.7 26.7 100%
1 A14. Required Contouring or <115 IK 7OO. / Ol A 1 A 1 9Q £CO. O 1 UUa>
Terracing on Slopes 115 - 130 38.9 33.3 5.6 22.2 100%
Greater Than 9% >130 47.1 23.5 17.6 11.8 100%
1 b. Nitrogen Application <115 99 9CC . C ii i1 1 . I 00 . 1 f\fW1 UUa>
Limit of 100 115 - 130 33.3 8.3 25.0 33.3 100%
Pounds per Acre >130 17.6 11.8 17.6 52.9 100%
16. Nitrogen Tax of <115 7.7 15.4 23.1 53.8 100%
20t per Pound 115 - 130 11.8 11.8 76.5 100%
>130 6.3 93.8 100%
17. Nitrogen Tax of <115 22.2 77.8 100%
10<£ per Pound 115 - 130 8.3 8.3 83.3 100%
>130 5.9 5.9 88.2 100%
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Farmers with either low- or high-productivity soil were more apt to per-
ceive a policy requiring recreational greenbelts as unfair than were those with
land of moderate productivity. Table 25 also clearly indicates that over one-
half of the responding farmers in these two categories perceived this policy as
unfair. A considerably lower but still substantial proportion (between 22% and
51%) of farmers viewed a nonrecreational greenbelt as unfair. Also, the more
productive the land of the responding farmer, the more apt he was to view this
policy as unfair. No data are available to indicate whether farmers who have
streams and drainage ditches on their property perceived the fairness of green-
belts differently from those who do not.
Table 25 also shows that the more productive the soil, the less fair the
policy of prohibiting fall moldboard plowing was viewed. Soil productivity,
however, appears to have exerted no major influence on the perception of fair-
ness of a policy requiring conservation tillage. While soil productivity in-
fluences the perceived fairness of a regulation limiting soil losses to less
than 3 tons per acre--more of the respondents with higher soil productivity
indices viewed the policy as fair--this relationship did not hold for a policy
limiting soil losses to less than 5 tons per acre. While these results indicate
a general relationship between judgments of fairness and higher levels of soil
productivity, farmers with soil productivity indices in the middle range report
the lowest levels of fairness. For a policy requiring contouring or terracing
for slopes exceeding 9%, the perceived fairness definitely increases as the
soil productivity index increases.
Of particular interest is the question of whether those farmers who have
developed a soil conservation plan perceive the fairness of the policies under
study differently from those who have not developed such a plan. Almost all
farmers who have developed a plan have worked with the SCS and have been advised
on the most appropriate soil conservation practices for their individual operations.
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In Table 26, the perceived fairness of the seventeen policies is tabulated
both for those respondents who have completed a soil conservation plan and for
those who have not. It is apparent from these data that, except for several
policies, having developed a plan does not greatly affect the evaluation of
fairness. First, farmers who have completed a plan perceive the policy of
providing interest-free loans as less fair than do those who have not completed
a plan. Second, there are noticeable differences for the policy of requiring
the development of a soil conservation plan. Approximately 66% of those who
have not developed a soil conservation plan perceive this policy as to some
degree fair, while only 44% of those who have such a plan think it fair. More
dramatic, however, is the large percentage of those having a plan (39%) who
preceive the policy as very unfair. This finding suggests that some serious
ojections might arise if this policy were adopted—not on the part of those who
would be required to develop plans but from those who have completed their plans
without the benefit of such a policy.*
For two policies prohibiting moldboard plowing and requiring conservation
tillage, the data in Table 26 suggest that farmers who have developed a soil
conservation plan were somewhat more favorable, particularly for the latter
policy. The same pattern held for the policies which place limits on soil loss
and that which requires terracing or contouring on slopes exceeding 9%. Having
developed a soil conservation plan did not substantially alter farmers' percep-
tions of the fairness of any of the three nitrogen-oriented policies. From the
data in Table 25, however, it appears that soil productivity does seem to
influence fairness perceptions of the 20-cent-per-pound nitrogen tax, with the
proportion judging it unfair increasing with soil productivity. This relation-
ship did not hold for the 10-cent-per-pound tax: almost all farmers, regardless
of the productivity of the land they farmed, perceived such a policy as unfair.
*The categories of individuals who would be unfairly treated were quite
general: all farmers, everyone, and small farmers.
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Table 26
Evaluation of Policy Fairness by Farmers Who Have
and Have Not Developed a Soil Conservation Plan
POLICY
SOIL CONSERVATION VERY SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT VERY
PLAN DEVELOPED FAIR FAIR UNFAIR UNFAIR TOTAL
5.
8.
9.
Fill 1 Cnet ^harinn "For (Yes) 25 ft 51 7 9 7 12 9 100%
Cost of Terracing (No) 46. 7 46.7 6.7 100%
50% Cost Sharing for (Yes) 33. 3 44.4 11.1 11.1 100%
Cost of Terracing (No) 35. 3 29.4 23.5 11.8 100%
50% Cost Sharing for (Yes) 26. 7 33.3 33.3 6.7 100%
Slope Modification (No) 29. 4 35.3 23.5 11.8 100%
Interest-Free Loans to
Cover Farmer Cost of (Yes) 37. 5 34.4 21.9 6.3 100%
So.il Conservation Work (No) 62. 5 25.0 6.3 6.3 100%
Tnv/oc fmont Ta v Pi^oHif"IilVcbLlllcML 1 OA CUI I
for Farmer Cost of (Yes) 57. 9 36.8 5.3 100%
Soil Conservation Work (No) 50. 38.9 5.6 5.6 100%
Dani i "i v^qH o 1 onmontKcCjU 1 i cii UcVc 1 upillcil L
and Implementation of
Approved Soil Conser- (Yes) 22. 2 22.2 16.7 38.9 100%
vation Plan (No) 16. 7 50.0 16.7 16.7 100%
Prohibition of Deduc-
tion of Real Estate
Taxes from Federal In-
come Tax Unless Ap-
proved Soil Conserva-
tion Plan is Developed (Yes) 15. 6 18.8 18.8 46.9 100%
and Implemented (No) 5. 9 29.4 11.8 52.9 100%
Required Recreational
Greenbelt Along (Yes) 21. 9 31.3 18.8 28.1 100%
Streams (No) 11. 8 35.3 23.5 29.4 100%
Required Nonrecre-
ational Greenbelt
100%Along Streams and (Yes) 41. 2 23.5 11.8 23.5
Drainage Ditches (No) 21. 1 42.1 10.5 26.3 100%
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Table 26, cont.
pn , TrY SOIL CONSERVATIONrULiLi
PLAN DEVELOPED
VERY
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
FAIR
SOMEWHAT
UNFAIR
VERY
UNFIAR
TOTAL
10. Prohibition of Fall
Moldboard Plowing
(Yes)
(No)
15.6
11.8
18.8
11.8
31.3
17.6
34.4
58.8
100%
100%
11. Required Conservation
Til 1 age
(Yes)
(No)
25.0
10.5
25.0
26.3
6.3
42.1
43.8
21.1
100%
100%
12. Soil Losses Required
to be Less Than 3
Tons per Acre
(Yes)
(No)
13.8
13.3
CI "751 . 7
33.3
17. c
20.0
17. c
33.3
100%
100%
13. Soil Losses Required
to be Less Than 5
Tons per Acre
(Yes)
(No)
66.6
17.6
66.6
29.4
0.0
17.6
07 QCI . O
35.3
i nrw
100%
14. Required Contouring
or Terracing on
Slopes Greater Than 9%
(Yes)
(No)
40.6
29.4
37. b
35.3
b.6
23.5
1 0.
11.8
100%
100%
15. Nitrogen Application
Limit of 100 Pounds
Per Acre
(Yes)
(No)
21.1
26.3
5.3
15.8
31.6
15.8
42.1
42.1
100%
100%
16. Nitrogen Tax of
20<£ per Pound
(Yes)
(No) 6.7
6.5
13.3
16.1
6.7
77A
73.3
100%
100%
17. Nitrogen Tax of
10<t per Pound
(Yes)
(No)
5.3
5.3
15.8
5.3
78.9
89.5
100%
100%
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The data in Table 26 reveal some other noteworthy differences in percep-
tions of fairness both within and between policies depending on whether the
responding farmer has or has not developed a soil conservation plan. For
instance, for the policy of granting full cost sharing for terracing, farmers
without a soil plan are almost unanimous in perceiving this policy as fair
while over 20% of farmers with a plan suggest it is unfair. The situation is
different for the policy of providing 50% cost sharing for terracing. Here,
the same proportion of farmers with a plan find this policy unfair, but 35%
of farmers without a plan also find it unfair.
The results reported here must be understood and interpreted in the context
of a basic knowledge of farmer practices. Depending on how the data are combined
and interpreted, they can support several conclusions. It should be remembered,
however, that these data are not intended to be definitive but rather to suggest
directions for future work. None of the results are sufficiently clear-cut to
provide guidance in the policy formulation process.
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT AND
INTERVIEWING PROCEDURES
The questionnaires used in this study were developed in consultation with
the Survey Research Laboratory of the University of Illinois.* After the ques-
tionnaire was reviewed by a number of ASCS staff members, it was pretested by
sending it to a small convenience sample of central Illinois farmers who were
then contacted by telephone for their responses. Following numerous changes,
a second pretest was conducted with another group of central Illinois farmers.
Based on these pretests, the three questionnaries reproduced in Appendix B
were developed for the study. The first two, titled "Farmer Attitude Survey",
are identical in form, but the first contains nine policies while the second
contains eight policies different from those in the first questionnaire. Pre-
tests clearly indicated that farmers were both unable and unwilling to answer a
questionnaire covering all 17 policies. By using only eight or nine policies in
a single questionnaire, total interview time was limited to approximately 20 to
30 minutes. The third questionnaire contains all 17 policies but deletes
several questions on attitude and farming methods. It was sent to ASCS county
executive directors in the counties from which the farmer samples were drawn.
All interviews were conducted during the last two weeks of July and the
first three weeks of August, 1976. The actual procedure for the farmer ques-
tionnaire was to send a letter to all farmers included in the sample informing
them that they would be receiving a questionnaire from the University of
Illinois (see Appendix B). Several days later the questionnaires were sent to
the farmers with an appropriate cover letter (see Appendix B). Within seven
days after receiving the questionnaire, each farmer was telephoned by a trained
interviewer. If the farmer could not complete the questionnaire at the time he
was called, the interviewer attempted to make an appointment to call back at a
time convenient for the farmer. If a farmer could not complete the questionnaire
*The laboratory's role was limited to advising on questionnaire design.
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by telephone, he was urged to fill it out and return it by mail. All fanners
who had not been contacted by telephone after four attempts were sent a letter
asking them to complete the questionnaire and return it by mail.
This method of administering the questionnaire—mail ing copies to the
farmers and obtaining responses by telephone—was chosen on the assumption that
policies were too complex to be described accurately over the telephone. It
was also assumed that the completion rate would be low without a telephone
interview/follow-up. Disproportionate response rates were to be avoided if
at all possible.
The questionnaire was specifically designed to avoid reference to pollution
control or "the environment". To avoid bias, neither the correspondence not the
interviewers made any reference to the Institute for Environmental Studies or the
Environmental Protection Agency. A study conducted by the Institute for Environ-
mental Studies in 1975 established the high potential for bias and low levels of
cooperation obtained if either of these organizations were mentioned. All cor-
respondence, therefore, used the letterhead of the Department of Agricultural
Economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, and was signed by
Wesley D. Seitz, Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics. Any question-
naires returned by mail were also addressed to Professor Seitz in the College
of Agriculture.
The procedure used to administer the questionnaire to ASCS county executive
directors was identical.

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 305 MUMFORD HALL
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801
[Letter sent to farmers]
I need your helD. In a few days I will send you a questionnaire
concerning soil erosion. This questionnaire is being sent to only
a few farmers in your county. Therefore, your cooperation and answers
are very important to me.
But why a questionnaire on soil erosion? There is continuing
concern with soil erosion on agricultural land. Hot only is valuable
top soil being lost, but water quality may be affected by sediment and
plant nutrients being carried into streams and water supplies. The
questionnaire which I am going to send you will allow you to express
your views about various policies that might be implemented by the
Agricultural Extension Service, the Soil Conservation Service or some
other governmental body. Your views are very important.
After you have received the questionnaire and have an opportunity
to review it, we will call you long distance to obtain your answers.
Of course, your answers will be strictly confidential and not released
to any private or governmental group in any manner that would allow
them to identify your answers.
If you have any questions, please call me collect at (217) 333-3155.
Wesley D. Seitz
Associate Professor of
Agricultural Economics
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University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 305 MUMFORD HALL
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801
[Letter sent to fanners]
Enclosed is the questionnaire I wrote about several days ago.
As I mentioned, we need your response since we are talking to only
a very few farmers in your county.
Here is what I would like to have you do. First, read over the
questionnaire. Then, put it near the telephone. We will call you
sometime during the next week to get your answers. If the time we call
is not convenient for you, we will make arrangements to call you back.
If for some reason you do not want to wait for our call or will not be
available, please call us collect at (217) 333-3155. If we have not been
able to reach you within 10 days, please fill out the questionnaire and
send it back to us.
Again, let me assure you that your answers will be strictly confi-
dential and will not be released to any private or governmental group
in any manner that would allow them to identify your answers.
We certainly appreciate your cooperation and interest in this
project.
Sincerely
Wesley D. Seitz
Associate Professor of
Agricultural Economics
enclosure
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FARMER ATTITUDE SURVEY
1. To start with, we would like some information on the kind of farm you operate. How many acres do you
have planted: xr
a) acres in row crops
b) acres in grain crops
c) acres in permanent pasture
2. Do you practice contouring? Yes. How many acres are contoured?
No
3- Is any of your land terraced? Yes. How many acres are terraced?
No
k. Over the last 5 years, what was your average yield of corn? bushels/acre.
5. Of the land you farm, do you own it, rent it, or do you own some and rent some? Own all
Rent al
1
Own some, rent some
a. How much nitrogen fertilizer per acre are you applying this year to your corn acreage? lbs/acre
b. How many pounds of actual nitrogen is that per acre? lbs/acre
c. Which fetilizer formulation do you use most often on corn (either singly or in combination)?
Nitrogen solution (liquid nitrogen)
Anhydrous ammonia
Ammonium nitrate
Urea
What sort of tillage practice do you follow for corn
a. in the fall?
b. How about in the spring?
8. Now to some questions on soil erosion control.
Yes Maybe Not Sure No
a. Do you think erosion control is needed to maintain soil
productivity on farms like yours? 1 2 3
b. Do you think erosion control is needed for the achievement
of water quality? 1 2 3 k
c. Do you think the amount of soil erosion can be estimated on
a farm-by-farm basis? 1 2 3
d. Do you think the amount of soil erosion can be estimated
for a watershed? 1 2 3 4
9- How effective do you think the following practices would be in reducing erosion on your farm and on
others with similar conditions?
Very Somewhat Not Very Not at all
Effective Effective Effective Effective
a. Terracing
b. Contouring
c. Conservation tillage (zero, chisel, strip, etc.)
d. Elimination of moldboard fall plowing
e. Changing crop rotations
2 3
2 3 *
2 3
2 3 *•
2 3^
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Now we would like you to consider several possible policies which might be adopted to control erosion or
nutrient losses. You may not be familiar with some of these policies or they may not apply to your par-
ticular farm and some may seem far-fetched. But we do need your reactions to EACH POLICY.
For each one, we would like you to tell us:
a. how fa i r you think the policy would be (very fair, somewhat fair, somewhat unfair, very unfair);
b. what group
,
if any, would be unfairly treated by the policy if it were adopted, and
c. supposing the policy were adopted, about what percentage of farms like yours would you guess
would go along with each policy.
SOIL CONTROL PRACTICES Very somewhat Somewhat Very
Fai r Fai r Unfa i r Unfai r
A. Full cost sharing for the cost of terracing.
a. How fair would this policy be?
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would apply for full cost
sharing for the cost of terracing? .
B. A regulation requiring contouring or terracing on slopes
over 9 percent.
a. How fair would this policy be?
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would adopt the required
practices on slopes? »,
C. A regulation prohibiting moldboard fall plowing.
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 *•
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would discontinue
moldboard fall plowing? „,
NITROGEN REGULATIONS
D. A regulation charging a tax on nitrogen of 20c per pound.
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would reduce their
usage of nitrogen?
^
LOANS/TAX CREDITS
E. Making available interest-free loans to cover the farmer's
cost of soil conservation work.
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would apply for these
interest-free loans?
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
Fair Fair Unfair Unfair
F. A regulation prohibiting the deduction of real estate taxes
from federal income tax unless an approved soil conservation
plan has been developed and implemented.
a. How fair would thi s pol i cy be?
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would implement a soil
conservation plan?
SOIL LOSS REGULATIONS
3. A regulation requiring soil losses to be less than 3 tons
per acre (3 tons equal about 3 cubic yards).
a. How fair would this policy be?
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would achieve less than
3 tons of soil losses per acre? „,
A regulation requiring a recreational green belt along
streams to achieve increased water qualitv.
a. How fair would this policy be? ,
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would develop the
required green belt?
As you know, for a long time the Soil Conservation Service has helped farmers develop soil conservation
plans for their land.
a. Have you developed such a plan for your farm? Yes
No (If not, go to question 12)
b. How long ago did you develop your plan? years
c. How much of the plan have you implemented? All
Most
About half
_A little
None
Do you think this approach of farmers developing their own conservation plan for their land with tech-
nical assistance from the Soil Conservation Service is reasonable?
Yes
No
Why or why not? ^^^^^
13- How could you be better assisted in your own soil conservation activities? (Please list)
(Over)
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Which of the following statements best describe your soil conservation practices?
many as apply to you by giving the number of the statement (s)
.
Please state
(1)
(2)
(3)
CO
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
'm doing a better job than anyone else in the county,
'm doing an excellent job.
'm doing an adequate job.
'm doing an average job.
'm doing the best I can under the circumstances,
know I should be doing a better job.
f I wanted to take the time, I could do a better job.
f my landlord would cooperate, I would do a better job.
f
, I would do a better job.
(please specify)
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME. WE CERTAINLY APPRECIATE YOUR COOPERATION.
We will attempt to reach you by telephone within 10 days. If you will not be available or if you
prefer not to wait for our call, please phone us collect at (217) 333"3'55 or mail your completed
survey to:
Wesley Sei tz
Department of Agricultural Economics
305 Mumford Hall
University of Illinois
Urbana, IL 61801
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FARMER ATTITUDE SURVEY
1. To start with, we would like some information on the kind of farm you operate. How many acres do you
have planted:
_acres in row cropsa).
c)
_acres in grain crops
_acres in permanent pasture
Do you practice contouring? _Yes. How many acres are contoured?
No
Is any of your land terraced? Yes. How many acres are terraced?
No
Over the last 5 years, what was your average yield of corn? bushel s/acre.
5. Of the land you farm, do you own it, rent it, or do you own some and rent some? Own a 1
1
Rent al
1
Own some, rent some
6. a. How much nitrogen fertilizer per acre are you applying this year to your corn acreage?
b. How many pounds of actual nitrogen is that per acre? lbs/acre
c. Which fetilizer formulation do you use most often on corn (either singly or in combination)?
1 bs/acre
7- What sort of tillage practice do you follow for corn
a. in the fal 1?
b. How about in the spring?
_Nitrogen solution (liquid nitrogen)
Anhydrous ammonia
Ammonium nitrate
Urea
8. Now to some questions on soil erosion control.
a. Do you think erosion control is needed to maintain soil
productivity on farms like yours?
Do you think erosion control is needed for the achievement
of water qual i ty?
Do you think the amount of soil erosion can be estimated on
a farm-by-farm basis? '.
d. Do you think the amount of soil erosion can be estimated
for a watershed?
Yes
1
1
1
Maybe Not Sure No
3
9- How effective do you think the following practices would be in reducing erosion on your farm and on
others with similar conditions?
Very Somewhat Not Very Not at all
Effective Effective Effective Effective
a. Terracing
b. Contouring
c. Conservation tillage (zero, chisel, strip, etc.)
d. Elimination of moldboard fall plowing
e. Changing crop rotations
t
3J7
10. Now we would like you to consider several possible policies which might be adopted to control erosion or
nutrient losses. You may not be familiar with some of these policies or they may not apply to your par-
ticular farm and some may seem far-fetched. But we do need your reactions to EACH POLICY.
For each one, we would like you to tell us:
a. how fa i r you think the policy would be (very fair, somewhat fair, somewhat unfair, very unfair),
b. what group
,
if any, would be unfairly treated by the policy if it were adopted, and
c. supposing the policy were adopted, about what percentage of farms like yours would you guess
would go along with each policy.
SOIL CONTROL PRACTICES Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
Fa i r Fai r Unfa i r Unfai r
A. A 50% cost sharing for the cost of terracing.
a. How fair would this policy be?
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
C. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would apply for 50% cost
sharing for the cost of terracing?
^
B. A 50% cost sharing for the cost of slope modification (land
level ing)
.
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would apply for 50% cost
sharing for the cost of slope modification? „,
C. A regulation requiring conservation tillage (chisel, zero,
plow plant, etc.) in place of conventional tillage (mold-
board plowing, harrowing, disking, etc.).
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would adopt the required
conservation tillage practices? .
NITROGEN REGULATIONS
D. A regulation imposing an application limit of 100 lbs. of
ni trogen per acre.
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 h
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would apply 100 lbs. or
less of nitrogen per acre? %
E. A regulation charging a tax on nitrogen of 10< per pound.
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would reduce their usage
of nitrogen? %
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TAX CREDITS Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
Fai r Fa i r Unfai r Unfai r
F. An investment tax credit for the farmer's cost of soil
conservation work.
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 k
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would take advantage of
the investment tax credit? a,
G. A regulation requiring the development and implementation
of an approved soil conservation plan.
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would implement a soil
conservation plan?
SOIL LOSS REGULATIONS
H. A regulation requiring soil losses to be less than 5 tons
per acre (5 tons equal about 5 cubic yards).
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do you guess would achieve less than
5 tons of soi 1 losses per acre? „,
I. A regulation requiring a non- recreat i ona 1 green belt
along streams and drainage ditches to achieve increased
water qual i ty
.
a. How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 ^
b. What group, if any, would be unfairly treated if this
were adopted?
c. If this policy were adopted, about what percentage of
farms like yours do guess would develop the required
green belt?
^
As you know, for a long time the Soil Conservation Service has helped farmers develop soil conservation
plans for their land.
a. Have you developed such a plan for your farm? Yes
No (If not, go to question 12)
b. How long ago did you develop your plan? years
c. How much of the plan have you implemented? All
Most
About half
A 1 i ttle
None
(Over)
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12. Do you think this approach of farmers developing their own conservation plan for their land with tech-
nical assistance from the Soil Conservation Service is reasonable?
Yes
No
Why or why not?
13- How could you be better assisted in your own soil conservation activities? (Please list)
Which of the following statements best describe your soil conservation practices?
as apply to you by giving the number of the statement (s)
.
Please state as many
(1)
(2)
(3)
CO
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
'm doing a better job than anyone else in the county,
'm doing an excellent job.
'm doing an adequate job.
'm doing an average job.
'm doing the best I can under the circumstances,
know I should be doing a better job.
f I wanted to take the time, I could do a better job.
f my landlord would cooperate, I would do a better job.
f
,
I would do a better job.
(please specify)
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME. WE CERTAINLY APPRECIATE YOUR COOPERATION.
We will attempt to reach you by telephone within 10 days. If you will not be available or if you
prefer not to wait for our call, please phone us collect at (217) 333"3155 or mail your completed
survey to:
Wesley Seitz
Department of Agricultural
305 Mumford Hal 1
University of Illinois
Urbana, IL 6l801
Economi cs

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 305 MUMFORD HALL
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801
[Letter to ASCS directors]
I need your help. In a few days I will send you a questionnaire
concerning soil erosion. This questionnaire is being sent to the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service County Executive
Director in only 11 counties. Therefore, your cooperation and answers
are very important to me.
But why a questionnaire on soil erosion? There is continuing
concern with soil erosion on agricultural land, (lot only is valuable
top soil being lost, but water quality may be affected by sediment and
plant nutrients being carried into streams and water supplies. The
questionnaire which I am going to send you will allow you to express
your views about various policies that might be implemented by the
Agricultural Extension Service, the Soil Conservation Service or some
other governmental body. Your views are very important.
After you have received the questionnaire and have an opportunity
to review it, we will call you long distance to obtain your answers.
Of course, your answers will be strictly confidential and not released
to any private or governmental group in any manner that would allow
them to identify your answers.
If you have any questions, please call me collect at (217) 333-31 55.
Wesley D. Seit?
Associate Professor of
Agricultural Economics
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 305 MUMFORD HALL
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801
[Letter to ASCS directors]
Enclosed is the questionnaire I wrote about several days ago.
As I mentioned, we need your response since we are talking to only
eleven Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service County
Executive Directors.
Here is what I would like to have you do. First, read over the
questionnaire. Then, put it near the telephone. We will call you
sometime during the next week to get your answers. If the time we call
is not convenient for you, we will make arrangements to call you back.
If for some reason you do not want to wait for our call or will not be
available, please call us collect at (217) 333-3155. If we have not been
able to reach you within 10 days, please fill out the questionnaire and
send it back to us.
Again, let me assure you that your answers will be strictly confi-
dential and will not be released to any private or governmental group
in any manner that v/ould allow them to identify your answers.
We certainly appreciate your cooperation and interest in this
project.
Sincerely
Wesle/ D. Sei tz
Associate Professor of
Agricultural Economics
enclosure
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ASCS - QUESTIONNAIRE
1. For county, how would you describe the land?
a. Is it primarily flat
rol 1 inq
slopinn
hilly
b. What is the approximate averaqe length of the slopes? yards
2. How many -icres in your county are terraced? acres
3. How many acres in your county are contoured? acres
4. Over the last 5 years, what was the averaqe bushels per acre yield of corn
in your county?
bu/acre
5. What sort of tillaqe practices are most commonly used for corn in your county
a. in the fall?
b. in the spring?
6. Based on your contact with farmers, we need your impression on farmer attitudes
about soil erosion control.
Yes Maybe Not Sure No
a. Do they think erosion control is needed to
to maintain soil productivity on farms? 12 3 4
b. Do they think erosion control is needed for
the achievement of water quality? 12 3 4
c. Do they think the amount of soil erosion
can be estimated on a farm by farm basis? 12 3 4
d. Do they think the amount of soil erosion
can be estimated for a watershed? 12 3 4
7. If farmers were asked, "How effective do you think the following practices would
be in reducing erosion on your farm and on others with similar conditions—very
effective, somewhat effective, not very effective, or not at all effective?",
how do you think they would respond to the following?
Very Somewhat Not Very Not at all
Effective Effective Effective Effective
a. Terracing 1 2 3 4
b. Contouring 1 2 3 4
c. Conservation tillage
(zero, chisel, strip, etc.) 1 2 3 4
d. Elimination of moldboard fall plowing 1 2 3 4
e. Changing crop rotations 1 2 3 4
8. Please indicate the general attitude of farmers toward soil conservation
practices in your county.
A small percentage are vitally interested.
Most would be interested if they were properly informed.
At least 50% are very interested.
Most thifk it is unnecessary.
Other comments
.
*
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9. Now we would like you to consider several possible policies which might be
adopted to control erosion or nutrient losses. Some of these policies may
not apply directly to farms in your county and some may seem far-fetched.
But, we do need your reactions to EACH POLICY.
For each one, we would like you to tell us:
(a) how fair you think the policy would be (very fair, somewhat fair,
somewhat unfair, very unfair),
(b) what group , if any, would be unfairly treated by the policy if it
were adopted, and
(c) supposing the policy were adopted, about what percentage of farms in
your county would you guess would go along with each policy.
SOIL CONTROL PRACTICES:
A. Full cost sharing for the cost of terracing
Ca) How fair would this policy be?
Cb) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms 1n your county do you
guess would apply for full cost sharinq
for the cost of terracing?
_%
B. A 50% cost sharing for the cost of terracing.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
tb) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated 1f this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms 1n your county do you
guess would apply for 50% cost sharing
for the cost of terracing? %
C. A regulation requiring contouring or terracing
on slopes over 9 percent.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
(b) What group, 1f any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
Fair Fair Unfair Unfair
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms in your county do you
guess would adopt the required practices
on slopes? %
D. A 50% cost sharing for the cost of slope
modification (land leveling).
a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2
b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms 1n your county do you
guess would apply for 50% cost sharing
for the cost of slope modification? %
E. A regulation prohibiting moldboard fall
plowing.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
(b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms 1n your county do you
guess would discontinue moldboard fall
plowing? %
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
fair Fair Unfair Unfair
F. A regulation requiring conservation tillage
(chisel, zero, plow plant, etc.) in place of
conventional tillage (moldboard plowing, har-
rowing, disking, etc.).
a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms in your county do you
guess would adopt the required conservation
tillage practices? %
NITROGEN REGULATIONS
G. A regulation imposing an application limit of
100 lbs. of nitrogen per acre.
a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms in your county do you
guess would apply 100 lbs. or less of
nitrogen per acre? %
H. A regulation charging a tax on nitroqen of
20$ per lb.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3
(b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms 1n your county do you
guess would reduce their usage of
nitrogen?_ %
I. A regulation charging a tax on nitrogen of
10$ per lb.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
(b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms 1n your county do you
guess would reduce their usage of
nitrogen?
[
%
LOANS/TAX CREDITS
J. Making available interest-free loans to
cover the farmer's cost of soil conservation
work.
a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
b) What group, 1f any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms 1n your county do you
guess would apply for these Interest-
free loans? %
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
f**r Fair Unfair Unfair
K. An investment tax credit for the farmer's
cost of soil conservation work.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
(b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms fn your county do you
guess would take advantage of the
Investment tax credit? %
L. A regulation requiring the development and
implementation of an approved soil
conservation plan.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
(b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated 1f this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms in your county do you
guess would implement a soil conservation
plan? %
M. A regulation prohibiting the deduction of real
estate taxes from Federal Income tax unless an
approved soil conservation plan has been
developed and implemented.
a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms 1n your county do you
guess would implement a soil conservation
plan? %
SOIL LOSS REGULATIONS
N. A regulation requiring soil losses to be
less than 3 tons per acre (3 tons equal
about 3 cu. yds. )
.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
(b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms in your county do you
guess would achieve less than 3 tons of
soil losses per acre? %
0. A regulation requiring soil losses to be
less than 5 tons per acre (5 tons equal
about 5 cu. yds.).
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1 2 3 4
(b) What group, 1f any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms in your county do you
guess would achieve less than 5 tons of
soil losses per acre? %
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
fair Fair Unfair Unfair
A regulation requiring a recreational green
belt along streams to achieve increased
water quality.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1
(b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms in your county do you
guess would develop the required green
belt? %
A regulation requiring a non-recreat1onal
green belt along streams and drainage ditches
to achieve increased water quality.
(a) How fair would this policy be? 1
(b) What group, if any, would be unfairly
treated if this were adopted?
(c) If this policy were adopted, about what
percentage of farms 1n your county do you
guess would develop the required green
belt?__ %
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION:





